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The “Impact Agenda” of the UK Research Excellence Framework has major implications for the 
relationship of International Relations (IR) scholars, and social scientists more generally, to 
government policymaking – not just in Britain, but around the world. This article demonstrates 
that, at its worst, the Impact Agenda may struggle to capture the true contribution of scholarship 
to the public good, incentivize sub-optimal forms and modes of research, erode academics’ 
property rights, see atomized academics exploited or harmed by powerful institutions, and 
jeopardize scholars’ intellectual integrity and independence. The article also suggests, however, 
that these vulnerabilities can be managed by the resolution of certain key questions pertaining to 
scholarly conscience and expectations of reward prior to pursuing “Impact.” Given that the 
pursuit of international peace and societal progress through teaching and research is the reason 
many of us choose to become professional IR scholars, the article concludes with some reflective 
“tips” for achieving policy influence from early in an academic career. 
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The past decade has seen a sustained wave of interest in the challenges and merits of achieving 
policy impact via scholarship on the part of International Relations (IR) scholars (Jentleson and 
Ratner 2011; Reus-Smit 2012; Walt 2012; Avey and Desch 2013; Byman and Kroenig 2016; 
Wiers 2017; Freedman 2017; Gavin 2017; Preble 2017). Yet in Britain today, few terms are as 
likely to induce ire and eye-rolling in any university faculty gathering as the word “Impact.” The 
“Impact Agenda” of the UK Research Excellence Framework (REF) – the official ranking 
exercise of universities’ research used to determine their subsequent public funding – is 
understood as the scourge of “pure” scholarship by some, a cash-cow to be milked by others, and 
a game to be played by many. This ire represents a prima facie puzzle, however. After all, 
professional academics represent a cohort of over-educated high-achievers who have deliberately 
traded off the riches and status of other potential careers to advance scientific knowledge, foster 
the next generation of thinkers, and see their discoveries turned to the cause of human progress – 
in short, to have “impact.” Professional scholars of politics and policy also tend, unsurprisingly, 
to be particularly concerned with policy and politics. So why do so many roll their eyes (or 
worse) at the REF Agenda? How did a profession obsessed with impact come to be so skeptical 
of “Impact”?  
 Britain’s Impact Agenda merits consideration by the global community of IR scholars, as 
opposed to solely UK-based academics, for six reasons. First, the implicit focus of the recent 
wave of IR scholarship on academia-policy links has been predominantly American-centric 
(Gavin 2017, 270). Of course, the U.S. “Beltway–Ivory Tower” relationship is the most 
important connection in this domain, due to the size of the U.S. scholarly community and the 
global reach of U.S. policy. Yet this recognition needs caveating with two further points. Second, 
therefore, many non-British scholars – particularly international PhD graduates – are looking at 
UK academic career opportunities, given the tightness of their home job markets. The REF and 
its Impact Agenda require understanding as key aspects of the professional landscape for British 
and non-British scholars alike for the foreseeable future in UK academia: forewarned is 
forearmed. Third, moreover, while U.S. policy may indeed be most consequential globally, 
Britain remains a systemically-significant major power whose policy decisions still reverberate 
internationally. Choices such as the Anglo-French militarization of the “Responsibility to 
Protect” (R2P) concept against Libya in 2011 (Bellamy and Williams 2011), Parliament’s vote 
against military intervention in Syria in 2013 that unwound Franco-American momentum behind 
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such a move (Porter 2016), and of course, Britain’s dramatic 2017 commencement of the 
“Brexit” process to leave the European Union (Blagden 2017) have all had substantial 
international ramifications. UK government policy is therefore still worth influencing. Fourth, 
and more generally, a study of the UK “Impact” climate sheds light on the up- and downsides of 
influencing policy through scholarship – with other governments or multilateral organizations, 
say – and obstacles to doing so. Fifth, as a specific manifestation of the previous point, the 
weighting of “Impact” in UK universities’ REF-linked funding settlements makes for a unique 
case study in the incentives and distortions generated by such official mandate. And sixth, given 
the current wave of “anti-expert” hostility even in hitherto liberal states with a longstanding 
commitment to evidence-based science (Hoffman 2016; Mance 2016; Krauss 2016; Nichols 
2017), dogged scholarly engagement with policy has never been more important – in Britain, 
America, and around the world.  
This article appraises the Impact Agenda as it applies to scholarship in general and the 
social sciences in particular. It focuses specifically on the contribution of IR and related fields to 
the formation and improvement of public policy, examining both the promise that increased 
attention to the public impact of social research offers and several of the potential pitfalls that 
may have given “Impact” – at least in its REF-mandated guise – a bad name. The analysis 
pertains predominantly to foreign and defense policy, due to the author’s specialist sub-field, but 
its conclusions – like some of its examples – aspire to apply more widely. It is therefore focused 
on influencing national-level policy outcomes, although influence on other areas of public life – 
local government, civil society, economic productivity, multilateral organizations, and so forth – 
are also valuable areas of scholarly engagement, and recognized as such by the REF.  
The article’s purpose is to raise key questions about the Impact Agenda and academics’ 
activities under its aegis, even if it cannot satisfactorily answer them all. These questions are not 
all new (Martin 2011; Oliver 2014; Ní Mhurchú et al. 2016), and many were even flagged before 
the formal introduction of “impact” to the REF (Smith, Ward, and House 2011), but they 
nonetheless merit exploration in the specific context of IR scholars aspiring to policy influence. 
It is written from an early-career perspective, when achieving policy access – which is not itself 
the same as influence or impact, although it is a common precursor to both – is often most 
difficult. Senior faculty members with more experience of impact activities may be able to offer 
alternative perspectives. One of the author’s “unique selling points,” meanwhile, is experience of 
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conducting external consultations in a UK government department. The article therefore offers 
perspectives from “both sides of the fence,” having been both a receiver and a submitter of 
academic attempts to engage with policy. Along the way, it contributes to a live disciplinary 
debate (Flinders and John 2013) as to whether political science is already amply engaged in 
analysis of “real-world” importance (John 2012), or whether it needs to become more publicly 
and politically active to survive (Flinders 2012).  
 First, the article explains the “Impact Agenda” and its origins. Second, it identifies 
positive prospects that emerge from this growing focus on the public- and policy-relevance of 
social-scientific advancement. Third, it examines some of the potentially negative aspects of 
academic engagement with policy, both in general and under the specific auspices of the REF 
Agenda. Finally, it offers some reflective “tips” for achieving impact whilst navigating the 
possible pitfalls of “Impact,” based on the author’s (admittedly limited, but at least early-career-
focused) experience. The article thus develops two different – but related – themes. On the one 
hand, it concludes that REF-mandated “Impact” has key failings that necessitate instrumental 
game-playing, while academic engagement with public policy more generally is potentially 
perilous for atomized, institutionally weak individual scholars, particularly at junior levels. It 
also concludes, however, that public impact through research can and should remain among the 
highest aspirations of the professional academic, while the downsides of policy engagement can 
be mitigated by identifying and answering certain questions about one’s personal intellectual 
integrity and expectations of reward in advance. In that spirit, its recommendations for achieving 
policy influence at an early career stage are offered despite – and to surmount – the Impact 
Agenda’s various pitfalls.  
 
What is the “Impact Agenda”? 
The UK Higher Education Funding Councils introduced “Impact” as a criterion for assessing 
scholarly contribution in the most recent Research Excellence Framework, conducted in 2014 
(REF 2012a). At first glance, this may not seem a significant development: English universities’ 
total income amounted to £29.08bn in 2015-16 (HEFCE 2017c, 8), for example, while the REF-
determined Quality-Related (QR) “Block Grant” accounted for only £1.56bn of that (HEFCE 
2015, 5-6).1 In context, though, that figure was bigger than the sector’s £1.52bn operating 
surplus (HEFCE 2017c, 2). Because it is fixed between REFs and can be spent flexibly, 
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moreover – as opposed to for prescribed purposes, such as teaching or capital investment – it 
forms the basis for most universities’ ongoing support to research, particularly those outside 
Oxbridge that lack substantial private endowments. And it is doubly important to the support of 
research in the social sciences and humanities, fields that typically attract less project-specific 
external funding than natural/medical/engineering sciences.2 For all its limitations (Sayer 2014), 
therefore, doing well in the REF is a matter of supremely high stakes for British universities’ 
ability to sustain research (Ratcliffe 2014; Brennan 2015) – and “Impact” is now a large and 
growing part of that, as discussed below.  
Despite its REF-induced contemporary prominence, however, linking state-provided 
research funding to excellence in a way that defines “excellence” as including economic and 
societal contribution is not a new idea in Britain, and neither is lamenting the distortionary 
incentives that such rankings create (Macilwain 2009). REF2014’s precursor – the 2008 
Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) – had explicit criteria for weighing the contribution of 
“applied” research (RAE 2008), although it did not yet make “impact” an independent metric of 
research quality.3 Going back further still, the idea that publicly-funded UK universities should 
deliver measurable value to the economy, as well as intellectual excellence, derives from the 
“Three Es” drive in public spending – “Economy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness” – of Margaret 
Thatcher’s premiership (Martin 2011, 247; Vincent 2015). The contemporary REF’s first 
precursor was conducted in 1986 (Stern 2016, 8) – though many scholars in the British academy 
valued the contribution of scholarship to the public good long before the government mandated 
that they should do so, of course (Dahrendorf 1968). REF Impact is thus not the “leading edge” 
of academic engagement with policy, in Britain or anywhere else, but it is nonetheless a 
powerful element of the UK government’s university funding allocation mechanism that 
incentivizes certain behaviors – some of them desirable, some of them less so (Hicks 2012).  
Scholarly excellence (measured by “originality,” “significance,” and “rigor”) of research 
“outputs” (books and journal articles) accounted for 65 percent of departments’ overall “quality 
profile” in REF2014, while “impact” (measured by “reach” and “significance”) accounted for a 
further 20 percent (REF 2012a).4 In REF2021, this will increase to 25 percent (HEFCE 2017b, 
13) following a recent review (Stern 2016), with “outputs” falling to only 60 percent, confirming 
the former’s growing prominence. Impact is assessed by REF Panels of senior scholars, via 
departments’ “Impact Case Studies”:5 effectively portfolios demonstrating how particular pieces 
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of academic research, themselves of high enough quality to be assessed as REF “outputs,” have 
yielded positive effects for the economy and/or wider society. Performing well against such 
criteria is financially imperative, since “Impact” contributes substantially to REF score, and 
overall REF scores determine universities’ subsequent QR research funding settlement (Francis 
2011, 5; Rogers et. al. 2014, 2).6 It is noteworthy, however, that British REF stipulations do not 
go so far as the alterations proposed by U.S. Senator Tom Coburn that only political science 
research that enhances American national security/prosperity should receive U.S. National 
Science Foundation funding (Mervis 2014) – UK government has focused on incentivizing 
preferred behavior, rather than barring state support to certain areas of research.  
 Of course, “original,” “significant,” and “rigorous” research will make an impression 
within its academic field based on those qualities alone. The REF defines research as having 
“Impact” through “reach” and “significance” outside academic fields, however, defined as “an 
effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the 
environment or quality of life, beyond academia” (HEFCE et. al 2015).7 As the UK Research 
Councils (RCUK) put it, “economic and societal impacts embrace all the extremely diverse ways 
in which research-related knowledge and skills benefit individuals, organizations and nations by: 
fostering global economic performance, and specifically the economic competitiveness of the 
United Kingdom; increasing the effectiveness of public services and policy; and enhancing 
quality of life, health and creative output” (RCUK 2012a). “Impact” can therefore take many 
forms and does not necessarily have to mean policy influence (Stern 2016, 23). It could instead 
mean a spinoff start-up company, a well-attended public exhibition, or a popular software 
download. There is, nonetheless, a distinctive and instrumental focus on economic and social 
benefit, with an assumption of research-driven prosperity and progressive change. Indeed, 
REF2014’s Impact Agenda arose from the mandate to maximize universities’ economic return 
following the 2010 general election as part of the effort to increase national prosperity while 
pursuing fiscal consolidation (Cable and Willetts 2010; Vincent 2015). The straitened public 
spending backdrop in the aftermath of the 2008-9 financial crisis, which affected the finance-
centric UK economy particularly severely (Seager, Kollewe, and Hopkins 2009), gave rise to the 
2010-15 Conservative-Liberal coalition government’s supreme focus on deficit reduction. The 
“impact” criterion centered around scholarship’s direct economic benefit – above and beyond 
RAE2008’s mere recognition of “applied” research – was thus critical to preserving any level of 
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state support to university research.  
 Whether the Impact Agenda is needed within British IR – or has had much affect since its 
inception – is a matter of perspective. The Teaching, Research, and International Policy (TRIP) 
Project found in its faculty survey over 2008-11 that only 19 percent of UK-based IR academics 
self-identified as doing “primarily applied” or “more applied than basic” research – compared to 
23 percent in the United States, and 69 percent answering “primarily basic” or “more basic than 
applied” (Maliniak, Peterson, and Tierney 2012, 37). By the survey of 2014 – after the 
incorporation of “impact” into the REF and its associated incentivization – the figure had barely 
shifted, at 20 percent (Maliniak, Peterson, Powers, and Tierney 2014, #36). That said, between 
the 2011 and 2014 surveys, the number of scholars answering “both about equally” in their 
balance of basic-versus-applied research increased from 13 to 20 percent – so the number of 
scholars reporting that applied work accounts for at least an equal amount of their research rose 
from 32 to 40 percent in total. The number saying that they had consulted (paid/unpaid) for the 
UK government also came in at 21 percent (2014, #36). The previous data (2012, 59-60) 
demarcated paid (10 percent) and unpaid (14 percent) consultancy, so is not directly comparable 
– but assuming that the paid/unpaid percentages in 2011 covered many of the same individuals, 
2014’s combined 21 percent may imply some modest uptick.  
 For those who believe the primary aim of universities should be conduct research with 
immediately marketable/policy-implementable implications, therefore, much seemingly remains 
to be done (i.e. applied research remains a distinct minority). For those who believe that the 
“Impact Agenda” poses a threat to universities’ core mission of foundational science, by 
contrast, then it could be read as already having an insidious effect in IR (i.e. an 8 percent shift 
away from basic research over just three years). Either way, such data is hardly conclusive; it 
will thus be interesting to see how the proportions shift in future TRIP surveys. And it is 
important to note that such crude “applied” versus “basic” self-identification captures only one 
element of the Impact Agenda’s potential influence on scholarly behavior. For Impact’s 
proponents, it is less about driving scholars away from foundational research and more about 
maximizing the public benefit derived from scientific discoveries. For the Agenda’s opponents, 
by contrast, sub-optimal dislocation of research priorities is but one of its many potential 
distortionary consequences. As such, TRIP surveys’ “applied” versus “basic” questions are 
unlikely to ever precisely capture the Impact Agenda’s full consequences for UK-based IR 
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scholarship, be they positive or negative. 
On the recommendations of the government-commissioned Stern Review, the UK 
funding councils will run the next REF in 2021 (Stern 2016, 32; HEFCE 2016b, 6; HEFCE 
2017b). Impact was lauded by Stern as “one of the success stories of REF2014” (Stern 2016, 21-
22; HEFCE 2016b, 18-24; Rogers et. al. 2014, 2; Wilsdon 2016); a HEFCE-commissioned 
RAND study similarly concluded that “Confidence in outcomes, and in the processes used in the 
research impact assessment, were relatively high” (Manville et al. 2015, xvi). Accordingly, 
“impact” has moved from 20 to 25 percent of total REF score (HEFCE 2017b, 13) – although 
Stern’s proposal to assess overall “Institutional Impact” has been postponed beyond 2021 (Else 
2017). Further micro-level details on REF2021’s conduct, including specific number and 
structure of Impact Case Studies in order to “deepen and broaden” the understanding of “impact” 
(HEFCE 2017b, 13), are still to be announced.8 “Pathways to Impact” must also now be 
incorporated into the design of proposals for Research Council funding (RCUK 2012a; RCUK 
2012b) – the other pillar of Britain’s “dual support” public research funding system, alongside 
HEFCE’s Block Grants to whole institutions – which provide competitive financial support to 
specific projects. The government focus on “value-for-money” deliverance of prosperity/security 
in exchange for public funding – including university spending – thus looks set to remain 
(Universities UK 2015; HM Government 2016a; Giles 2016). And with Brexit exacerbating 
financial uncertainty in UK Higher Education, pressure to conduct “impactful” research that 
enhances British competitiveness will only grow. Loved or otherwise, therefore, the “Impact 
Agenda” will be a feature of UK academic life for the foreseeable future. 
 
The Promise of Public Policy Engagement 
As noted, academics generally forego more lucrative careers to enhance human knowledge, pass 
that knowledge on to students, and see that knowledge deliver positive payoffs for humanity. 
Having an impact – albeit not necessarily construed in terms of policy influence, which as noted 
above, many IR scholars remain understandably indifferent to – is thus why most of us pursue 
academia (Walt 2012; Flinders and John 2013), even if not so narrowly conceived as REF-
defined “Impact.” At the very least, we are deeply immersed in a subject and have a vested 
interest in advancing our field – and probably, therefore, want the public and policymakers to 
appreciate its importance too. We even, arguably, have a moral duty – a social contract – to 
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maximize the public benefits of the academic knowledge that we have been privileged enough to 
accrue (Martin 2011, 247; Francis 2011, 6; Jentleson and Ratner 2011, 6; Phipps 2014). And for 
its part, policy practice certainly benefits from scholars’ theoretical and empirical insights (Walt 
2005; Nye 2008; Reus-Smit 2012; Stoker and Evans 2016, 1); the limited influence of academic 
expertise on UK government is often identified as a source of recent British foreign/defense 
policy failings, for example (Strachan 2009; Porter 2010). In short, impact matters, and was a 
core part of our profession (Dahrendorf 1968; Nau 2008) before the REF formalized the 
requirement. Indeed, given that many academics have long been engaged in publicly valuable 
intellectual activity beyond teaching and published research, the Impact Agenda provides scope 
for that to gain recognition (Rogers et. al. 2014, 2).  
For many social scientists, particularly scholars of international politics and security, 
academic research and knowledge can most readily have impact through influencing government 
policy (or, increasingly, non-governmental or inter-governmental organizations). As such, while 
the REF’s Impact Agenda recognizes “non-traditional” forms of impact, there is enduring value 
in the “traditional” approach of seeking to inform and improve policymaking through academic 
engagement and contribution.  
 It is therefore fortuitous that opportunities for academic involvement in British 
government policy formulation are increasing, albeit modestly. Part of this owes to conscious 
efforts by the likes of RCUK to achieve improved access as a precursor to impact, although it is 
also a consequence of coincidental trends. Closure of policymaking communities to external 
thinkers can have its upsides: the optimistic assumptions about low-cost, high-efficacy regime 
change underpinning the 2003 Iraq invasion, for example, were more readily devised in the 
reality-detached climate of American neoconservative think-tanks and then imported into 
government (Arin 2014) than they may have been in a country with a less permeable, less 
partisan civil service.9 And it is not as if UK security policymaking has recently blossomed as 
some barrier-free arena of academic engagement, or is about to anytime soon (Rayner 2011; 
Farmer 2014; Newton 2015, 1-7); impediments of official information and classification, 
opaque/inaccessible policymaking communities, and political expediency overriding policy 
expertise persist.  
 Nonetheless, opportunities for academic engagement with UK policymaking, even in the 
traditionally-secretive foreign and defense sectors, are proliferating. The 2015 National Security 
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Strategy/Strategic Defence and Security Review (NSS/SDSR) was the first such exercise in 
Britain to feature a public consultation suitable for academics with issue-/area-specific expertise 
to contribute to the overall “macro-document” that sets the framework for all UK national 
security policymaking (HM Government 2015b). The Chief of the Defence Staff’s Strategic 
Forum has represented an effort to bring external experts into a quasi-institutionalized structure 
for providing consultation and critique (Strachan 2013, 49). Policymaking departments, 
including those covering foreign affairs, increasingly seek advice from – or even contract whole 
projects to – external experts, including academics (Ministry of Defence 2015; HM Government 
2016b).10 Academic secondments into policymaking departments, while not as regular or 
developed as those in the United States (Blagden 2015a, 12-13; Bridging the Gap Project 2015a; 
Andrews et al. 2016; Himmrich 2016, 1-2), are appearing (ESRC 2016, 2017b). Attitudes 
towards encouraging academic debate and engagement are now favorable even in organizations 
with good reasons to be secretive, such as the Atomic Weapons Establishment and the Defence 
Science and Technology Laboratory (HM Government 2014a).11 The rise of Parliamentary 
Select Committee activism (Dunleavy and Muir 2013), meanwhile, provides increasingly visible 
and influential inquiries to which academics can contribute, which in turn can pressure 
government and impact public opinion via media reportage.  
 Alongside increasing consultation opportunities, the growth and diversification of outlets 
for popular writing and expert commentary similarly offers opportunities for academics to shape 
policy. This can impact public opinion in a way that then sways policymakers – usually only a 
modest effect, except for uncommonly high-profile scholars – and/or raise the academic’s public 
profile in a way that leads policymakers to heed their advice. Digital publishing’s reduced 
column-inch constraints mean that opportunities to write for outlets like The Guardian, The 
Independent, The Spectator, the New Statesman, and so forth, have grown exponentially. Some 
are more open than others about how contributors should submit a piece for consideration: The 
Guardian (2010) has a dedicated webpage (even if most pitches go unanswered), but sometimes 
it can be an exercise in tracking down editors via Twitter.12 Similarly, the proliferation of 
specialist and semi-specialist majority-online or online-only magazines and blogs – like The 
Conversation (for academically-informed analysis), WarOnTheRocks (U.S.-based, for 
foreign/defense policy), ConservativeHome and LeftFootForward (for partisan perspectives) – 
provide further opportunities for academics in profile-raising, policy-influencing punditry.  
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Writing such pieces can aid wider dissemination of “proper” academic publications, via 
embedded hyperlinks or other references. It can also help time-pressured journalists identify 
potential television/radio commentators when a relevant story breaks. Social media provides 
further opportunities to build profile, identify media contacts (bureaucratic officials are unlikely 
to be so visible), circulate writings to a wider audience, and keep track of policy/media 
developments to which one could contribute.  
 The resources available for engagement activities have also increased since 2010 – 
despite nationwide fiscal consolidation – not least because the Impact Agenda has incentivized it. 
Again, this is partly coincidental: the growing activism of UK think-tanks, for example, has 
resulted in programs (at least in the foreign/defense policy field) explicitly pitched at enabling 
early-career scholars to present work to policy audiences and make connections with relevant 
policy/media contacts.13 But much of it owes directly to REF-motivated, RCUK-channeled 
money: the creation of RCUK Impact Acceleration Accounts (RCUK 2014a) in anticipation of a 
heavier weighting for “Impact” at REF2021 has facilitated engagement events to disseminate 
research findings to policymakers and other stakeholders, for example. The same goes for the 
resources for “Pathways to Impact” now embedded within RCUK-funded research projects. 
These funding streams may help to maximize the social benefits of scholarship.  
 Alongside potential societal benefit, “Impact” may also offer instrumental payoffs to the 
individual academic (Matthews 2011). First, the “public” and “scholarly” domains of academic 
life can be mutually reinforcing. Active policy/public engagement may prompt greater 
appreciation of a particular issue-area’s real-world complexity and associated politics, a deeper 
knowledge of a particular policy domain, or improved access (to information, individuals, and so 
on) for future research (Freedman 2017, 264). Being highly regarded in public engagement may 
enhance scholarly status and regard (with caveats, discussed subsequently), and vice versa. 
Second, early-career pro bono policy/media work may lead to subsequent paid opportunities as a 
consultant or columnist (with caveats, discussed below).14 Third, being active in current policy 
debates can provide teaching material, while extending policy experience into teaching 
approaches – by assigning “ministerial submission” writing exercises or hosting simulation 
exercises, for example – can boost students’ engagement and develop their employability 
(McMahon 2007). And many students, especially those attracted to fields with clear policy 
applicability like the social sciences, are actively drawn in by “real-world” debates and 
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decisions.  
Ultimately, in a world of tight budgets and complex challenges, there is a desire – up to a 
point, bounded by politics and vested interests – in both policymaking and media organizations 
to utilize academic knowledge, which is often free to them (or at least relatively cheap), for 
explaining and resolving problems that they themselves lack the expertise to handle optimally. 
The challenge for the impact-inclined academic is to work out how to realize such opportunity – 
and how to manage the many potential pitfalls, discussed below.  
 
The Perils of Impact and “Impact” 
Despite the previous section’s advocacy of scholarly impact, the “Impact Agenda” was greeted 
skeptically by many (Phillips 2010, 447), and has become deeply unpopular with others over 
time (Francis 2011, 5). This cannot solely be down to academics’ temperamental cynicism. More 
generally, the relationship between research-derived evidence and public policy has long been 
recognized as not universally characterized by straightforward positive progress (Weiss 1979). 
This section therefore lays out five of the criticisms levelled at both scholarly engagement with 
policy in general and the REF’s conception of “Impact” in particular. They are offered as 
criticisms-in-principle, to avoid naming specific examples/individuals, but these are not 
hypotheticals: they are already live problems with concrete manifestations, as many readers will 
recognize from their own experience.  
Of course, academics retain agency throughout: neither universities nor government 
departments compel faculty members to achieve impact. Even if crude rules mandating policy 
engagement were to be added to academics’ contracts in some hypothetical future, they could 
likely be gamed/dodged. Individuals will retain choices over their career trajectories, 
professional goals, research priorities, institutional affiliations, and so forth. Nonetheless, the 
pursuit of policy engagement – particularly in REF-conceived form – creates powerful and 
potentially distortionary incentives. The five criticisms below fall within this vein.  
 
Linearity and the Limitations of Impact “Capture” 
First, much of the eye-rolling over “Impact” owes to the seemingly contrived, simplistically 
mechanistic, unrealistically linear way in which the REF seeks to “capture” and assess it (Oliver 
2014). The Impact Case Studies by which REF2014 sought to measure impact (REF 2012b) – in 
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addition to their labor-intensity, administrative burden, and associated opportunity-costs (Sayer 
2014; Else 2017) – rested on tracing a causal relationship between a piece of “REF-able” 
published research (that is, a qualifying REF “output”) and a positive economic/social 
outcome.15 This rendered “Impact” a game to be played (Francis 2011, 5; Oliver 2014): given the 
length of the journal publishing process, and the fact that work often goes through many 
iterations and presentations (including exposure to policymakers) before the “final” article/book 
appears, the impact narrative may need to be “creatively” written to give the appearance of linear 
cause/effect (Ní Mhurchú et al. 2016, 66-68).  
 Such an approach can have more pernicious effects than a mere requirement for creative 
form-filling and hoop-jumping, however. It may struggle to properly capture long-term 
relationships, whereby an academic and a policy community work together to refine each other’s 
thought, but without any particular piece of research underpinning a change in behavior (Ní 
Mhurchú et al. 2016, 63-65). It may similarly miss diffuse effects – hardly a new observation 
(Weiss 1979, 427; Wilson 1987) – whereby an academic is one participant in a scholarly 
community that eventually shifts policy consensus, but in which it also proves difficult to 
identify the causal role of any individual academic (barring potentially the most 
senior/prominent).16 For example, before 2010, the conventional wisdom in “War-on-Terror-era” 
UK government was that counterinsurgency (COIN) and “Afghan-like” wars were the future; 
academics arguing for caution about the resurgence of major-power competition, and suggesting 
that COIN was unlikely to be hastily repeated after Iraq/Afghanistan, were marginal (Blagden 
2009). Following the fiscally-constrained 2010 NSS/SDSR, the stand-off “no-boots-on-the-
ground” Libya campaign, and Russia’s recent belligerence in Eastern Europe, by contrast, 
reluctance to pursue COIN-based nation-building in the Islamic world and the idea that UK 
defense should hedge against hostile major powers have returned as commonplace (HM 
Government 2015a, 18-19). But this shift had many influences and could not plausibly be traced 
to any single academic intervention, or even a group of interveners. Major evolutions of thought 
or changes of practice in an area with such high stakes as national security policy are rarely 
“start/stop”; they emerge interactively through debate, over time, and in the face of external 
pressures (Weiss 1979, 428-429; Ní Mhurchú et al. 2016, 63-65). They can therefore be hard to 
capture in an “Impact Case Study,” but that does not mean that academic contributions were not 
valuable.  
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The same goes for academics whose research pertains to a highly stable/sclerotic policy 
area. Britain’s nuclear posture, for example – based on four ballistic missile submarines, with 
one continuously on patrol so as to avoid first-strike incentives – has been effectively unchanged 
since the introduction of the Polaris-carrying Resolution-class submarines in 1968. That does not 
mean that UK academics focused on nuclear deterrence, disarmament, and security are not 
advancing an area of active policy contestation (BBC 2016); indeed, a Prime Minister Jeremy 
Corbyn could yet blow apart the previous bipartisan nuclear consensus. But the bias towards 
causing progressive change built into the REF definition of “Impact” may make it harder to 
prove impact when there is little observable variation (Lloyd 2016).17 Moreover, observable 
change is not necessarily a good in itself; an existing policy may be the best available option, and 
thus in need of protection, not alteration.  
Another variant of this critique is the false dichotomy between “academic” and “real-
world” impact. That the “Impact” methodology should value more than scholarly excellence 
alone – which tends to correlate with impact within an academic field – is understandable. But 
much of the best science percolated through to policymaking and public awareness anyway, even 
before the REF – possibly helped by the absence of distortionary incentives that the Impact 
Agenda can create. This raises the possibility of tension between competing understandings of 
“research excellence” embedded in the REF criteria, following the premise that any time spent 
doing one sort of academic activity is time not spent doing another. The “rigor” criterion applied 
to research outputs can, when construed as complex theory or sophisticated data-analysis, 
preclude dissemination via the channels most engaged by policymakers and the public – and 
conversely, striving for “impactful” research may preclude publication in the sorts of outlets 
most likely to be construed as “rigorous” (and thus “excellent”). Of course, well-designed 
research projects can often be configured to yield both high-sophistication scientific publications 
and general-interest/policy interpretations thereof – but such translation is not always seamless, 
or even possible, and all time spent on one form of writing/engagement is time not spent on 
another. Given that REF “stardom” is the ultimate quality on which UK faculty members’ job 
security and prospects rest, this creates dangers – especially for early-career scholars – in the 
incentives that universities pass on to their academic employees. As academic institutions 
pressure their staff to become more “impactful,” responding to one set of REF incentives, there 
is a risk – not unlike the relevance-versus-rigor tensions that can afflict U.S. tenure processes 
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(Gavin 2017, 269) – that they will subsequently sanction those same staff for failing to meet 
other REF-defined measures of excellence (Freedman 2017, 264). Faculty members therefore 
face incentives to ensure that they are doing just enough of both to hedge against capricious 
variation in future institutional policy priorities, which may not be a recipe for excellence in 
either domain. The same goes for universities’ impact-maximizing drive towards 
“interdisciplinarity,” which – while potentially more useful to policymakers (Gavin 2017, 273) – 
can similarly have a career-jeopardizing depressant effect on academic productivity (Leahey, 
Beckman, and Stanko 2017). All aspects of scholarly activity entail trade-offs; no set of 
incentives and subsequent behaviors is cost-free. 
Illustrating the artificiality of the “academic/real-world” distinction, some of the most 
influential “big ideas” of post-1945 foreign/defense policy – nuclear peace through deterrence 
(Brodie 1946), “soft” power (Nye 1990), the social “taboo” on nuclear weapons (Tannenwald 
1999), etc – have transformed public discourse by filling a gap in human understanding. The 
“originality,” “significance,” and “rigor” that the REF uses to assess scholarly excellence were 
also the characteristics that saw these ideas transform policy debates. Whether they represent the 
linear change envisaged by an Impact Case Study, however, is contestable – and if they had had 
to be designed as research projects that could only garner funding via a “Pathways to Impact” 
statement, or aligned with the five-year REF cycle, they may not have resulted in field-defining 
research. Similarly, Tannenwald’s high-impact project on the norms constraining nuclear use 
built on emerging theoretical work on the role of norms in international relations (Klotz 1995; 
Finnemore and Sikkink 1998), which itself built on conceptual work on the role of social 
pressures in the international system (Bull 1977; Wendt 1992). Such theoretical work has thus 
been hugely impactful, in the end, but may not qualify for an “Impact Case Study” if produced in 
Britain today.  
Indeed, the five-year cycle effectively forces the REF conception of “Impact” to operate 
with a steep discount rate against possible future payoffs. The underlying research may have 
occurred in a previous REF cycle, but at least for REF2014, the “Impact” itself had to have 
happened in the most recent REF cycle to “count,” further diminishing the ability of the “Case 
Study” to capture long-term, diffuse impacts in potentially-sclerotic policy areas.  
Linear impact measurement is not necessarily the “fault” of HEFCE, RCUK, or anyone 
else. Once tasked by government to demonstrate economic/social “value-added” from scientific 
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research via the REF – not an unreasonable demand, given government’s mandate to use 
taxpayers’ money stringently against a challenging economic backdrop – some such 
methodology was inevitable. Moreover, because it needs to provide “mass-produced” 
assessment, some crudeness of criteria was similarly likely (Martin 2011, 248).18 Nevertheless, 
such (over-)simplification goes a long way towards explaining why a profession that prizes 
impact often sneers at “Impact.”  
Many of these complaints about overly-linear impact measurement during REF2014 are 
recognized in the Stern Review (2016, 16-17, 22-23), and are set to be addressed for REF2021. 
Impact will be linked to a scholar’s body of research in future, rather than a particular “output” 
(HEFCE 2017b, 9). And pre-2014 Case Studies will be eligible for re-development, provided 
that the claimed “new” societal/economic impact occurred post-2013 (HEFCE 2017b, 7). 
Nonetheless, the emphases on demonstrable change, clear links to an individual scholar’s body 
of sufficiently-excellent (by REF criteria) publications produced within a certain time period, 
and meaningful new effects within the latest REF cycle remain. And addressing one set of 
distortionary incentives creates as others, as will also be discussed below.  
 
The Limitations and Distortions of “Applied” Research 
The next major criticism of the Impact Agenda is that it privileges close-to-market and close-to-
policy research. The UK government does not, of course, tell academics in British universities 
what to research, except through grants available for projects that address questions that it 
particularly seeks answers to. But given the five-year REF timetable and criteria that privilege 
measurably improved economic performance or social benefits, the Impact Agenda rewards 
research that can deliver “applied” payoffs quickly, potentially distorting incentives and skewing 
research questions (Ní Mhurchú et al. 2016, 68). Applied research rests, however, on core, 
foundational science that – as a non-discriminatory public good that does not deliver exclusive 
returns to a private investor – is systematically under-provided by the private sector (hence the 
long-recognized need for state and/or philanthropic support).19 Applied research that the REF 
incentivizes academics to produce, therefore, is also the kind of research that the private sector is 
best at producing anyway. The underlying core science that marketable applications build upon, 
meanwhile, and which is highly impactful eventually, is least likely to be provided by the private 
sector but is also less likely to be rewarded by the Impact Agenda. Of course, if an enterprising 
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scholar can demonstrate how marketable/policy-implementable outcomes followed from their 
underlying core science, then they will be amply lauded by the REF – but, as discussed above, 
this may be difficult. As noted earlier, TRIP surveys hint that the Impact Agenda’s introduction 
between 2011 and 2014 may have induced UK-based IR scholars to self-identify as conducting a 
larger share of “applied” research, although such data is hardly conclusive thus far. Either way, 
REF2021’s move to 25 percent “impact” and 60 percent “scholarly excellence” (compared to 20 
percent and 65 percent respectively in REF2014) will further shift the incentive structure in this 
direction. 
The REF approach to “Impact” measurement may also undervalue reflective, critical 
approaches – and the humanities in general – vis-à-vis the natural sciences (Olmos-Peñuela, 
Benneworth, and Castro-Martinez 2015; Molas-Gallart 2015). The biomedical sciences may tell 
us how to clone mammals; philosophy, history, theology, geography, sociology, psychology and 
more besides, meanwhile, can help us understand this innovation and decide whether to use it. 
Similarly, a strategic studies scholar may calculate – based on a database of past COIN 
campaigns – the proportion of local civilians who need to be killed to defeat an insurgency, and 
to weigh that outcome against associated strategic risks (blowback, for example). Different 
scholarship is necessary, however, to understand whether the overall approach is defensible. 
Critical approaches may not tell us how to make or do something, but they are vital in appraising 
societal consequences. Again, if a scholar can write an Impact Case Study showing how their 
analysis of biomedical or military ethics has changed government thinking on whether to clone 
humans or raze insurgent villages, then they achieve REF-conceived “Impact.” But if a tradition 
of critical thought is simply a diffuse quality of a healthy society, then the scholars engaged in 
such reflective analysis will have a harder time satisfying the Impact Agenda, even if their 
research and teaching is a key part of the social fabric (Weiss 1979, 429-430; Dunn 2015; Ní 
Mhurchú et al. 2016, 65-66).  
For both core science and critical reflection, there is of course still plenty of REF reward 
for research that is simply excellent scholarship, regardless of its “Impact” implications. 
Nonetheless, to the extent that “securing” the 25 percent of a Department’s REF2021 score that 
is governed by Impact will necessitate institutional expenditure on activities other than core 
science – and to the extent that RCUK grant applications require an incorporation of “Pathways 
to Impact” to succeed – there are necessarily opportunity-costs associated with rewarding one 
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behavior at the expense of another. Thus, even when HEFCE et al. provide “separate” funding to 
support Impact activities, the British public purse is necessarily not providing that same level of 
funding to some other activity.20  
The Impact Agenda’s prioritization of close-to-market/close-to-policy research can 
similarly incentivize research into the popular rather than the important. When it comes to curing 
cancer, for example, these two criteria are likely to benignly align: this is important work that the 
public and policymakers understand to be so, and thus value. In other fields, however, these two 
criteria may create tension. Since the Impact Agenda prizes public engagement and social 
change, a gallery exhibit attended by thousands of visitors and with much media coverage may 
count as highly “Impactful” (for example). By contrast, research on some highly stable, specialist 
domain of foreign policy may yield little observable change, little public excitement, and thus 
little “Impact.” Yet the latter may be no less valuable to society than the former, possibly more 
so. Government policymakers, similarly, focus on immediately pressing priorities, but academics 
may be best placed to assess (and thus choose to research) the longer-term questions, of possibly 
greater importance, that will subsequently arise.21  
Many of the enduring problems of politics are both important and intractable: that is why 
they are unresolved, continuing targets of research. Experts in these questions arguably have a 
duty, therefore, to direct research priorities in a way that the general-interest public or multi-
tasking policymakers cannot. Yet if the REF-led incentive is to study topics that entertain the 
public or immediately address a specific problem faced by policymakers – because of the 
associated “Impact” – such intractable-yet-important questions may go under-studied. This is a 
particular issue in fields such as History: “boring” analysis of past financial crises or political 
movements can shape our understanding of our current social situation, but if the public wants to 
be tantalized by the salacious private lives of bygone royalty, say, work on the latter may be 
excessively rewarded by the Impact Agenda. Science should of course be guided by intellectual 
curiosity (Phillips 2010, 448) and social need. There is also value in engaging the general public 
with scholarly research. It is important, however, that curiosity-led research does not solely 
become the research of curiosities.22  
 
Impact and the Circumvention of Academics’ Intellectual Property 
A third major critique of the Impact Agenda relates to its potential to further erode academics’ 
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property rights and become exploitative. This comes against a backdrop of the West’s general 
weakening of salaried labor and Britain’s widening wealth gap (Blagden 2015b; Inman 2016). 
The Impact Agenda effectively mandates academics to undertake consultation activities pro 
bono, while professionals in any other field sell their expertise for commensurate remuneration. 
Media commentary and other forms of public engagement similarly compensate academics only 
rarely. Scholars have in effect been told to hand over their private human capital for use by 
profit-making businessmen or vote-winning politicians free-of-charge. The REF does not “force” 
scholars to become management consultants, political advisers, or television personalities, of 
course. But it incentivizes such behaviors through the implicit threat of job insecurity – UK 
universities hire and retain “REF stars” over others, with such “stardom” now having a linkage to 
Impact – rather than through enhanced remuneration. Of course, part of most scholars’ human 
capital has been accrued through state-subsidized education, so it is not unreasonable that they 
owe some of it to the public good – but that is also true of investment bankers or corporate 
lawyers. Private-sector professionals quite rightly do not believe that they owe their services to 
the state pro bono in perpetuity, contending instead that much of their expertise and wealth-
generation owes to private investment of time and effort, thereby meriting generous 
compensation.23  
This is not to rail against private property or argue that high-skill professionals in any 
sector should not be well paid, but simply to observe that academics are high-skill professionals 
whose private return to such human capital is paltry compared to other sectors with stronger 
private property rights. Of course, academics are used to the weak property rights associated with 
the creation and dissemination of core science: diffuse, public knowledge yields diffuse, public 
ownership of academics’ generated wealth. Academia is a privileged profession with other 
associated benefits that attract talented participants willing to eschew superior remuneration 
packages. But the Impact Agenda, by incentivizing the transfer of academics’ expertise via a 
format other than the publication of core science, effectively takes scholars’ human capital and 
turns it to the benefit of private property rights – via consultation, spin-off technology, policy 
advice, popular media writing, and so forth. The academic who provided the underlying 
expertise often has no claim to commensurate private remuneration.24 This is not just a 
hypothetical risk, moreover: UK universities’ “Impact Support” offices now transmit constant 
flows of requests for consultation from both public and private-sector organizations, making 
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clear that the reward is not remuneration but a potential strengthening of faculty members’ 
“impact” files, while probation/promotion committees pay close attention to such activity.  
In short, the Impact Agenda risks turning academics – or at least those without the 
prominence or seniority to bargain otherwise – into consultants who are expected to serve the 
private ends of others for free. The forthcoming REF2021 assessment criteria, whereby “impact” 
can be linked to a body of work rather than a specific “output” (HEFCE 2017b, 9) – while 
reducing the unrealistic linearity discussed above – may exacerbate this problem of simply being 
expected to work as pro bono consultants, illustrating that there are few easy fixes: ameliorating 
one set of distortionary incentives creates another. If this drives academics to use participants in 
their “Impactful” research in a way that is itself exploitative, then the problem is compounded 
(Allen 2014). And if junior scholars have foregone research time to conduct impact activities, 
then it is compounded again. This may be palatable when the beneficiary is UK state policy that 
in turn benefits the whole British public, but when the beneficiaries are private companies and/or 
powerful individuals, it is particularly questionable.  
 
Impact and the Vulnerabilities of the Lone Scholar 
Fourth, there is the more general problem of the atomization and relative institutional weakness 
of academics vis-à-vis “competitors” in the policy impact “space” (Himmrich 2016, 2). Think-
tanks benefit from proximity to government, inside connections to policymakers and 
forthcoming decisions, media access, and from being purpose-built for providing “customer-led” 
policy analysis quickly. They can thus sometimes be a conduit for rigorous academic research 
into policy, but are also a regular obstacle to that outcome (Williamson 2011). The journalist-
turned-pundit “commentariat,” meanwhile, may lack expertise in any given specialist field, but 
benefit from personal connections and from being well placed to write or say anything that a 
newspaper or broadcaster asks for at short notice.  
Taken together, this Westminster-centric “punditocracy” – like its Washington-Beltway 
counterpart – often leaves academics behind the curve, only discovering that their area of 
expertise is a focus of policy/media attention after think-tank analysts and pundit-columnists 
have already colonized the issue. An academic with only a non-specialist press officer for 
company, however excellent, may struggle to gain media or policy facetime despite their 
superior specialist expertise.25 And the think-tank/punditry communities have a vested interest in 
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keeping it that way, hence their closed-shop operation and sustainment of pernicious myths about 
academics’ inability to constructively engage with the public or policymakers. As Ezra Klein 
(2014) half-honestly puts it, “It would be a disaster for our profession [journalism] if academics 
became good at communicating what they know” – the honest part being that it could be 
disastrous, and the self-interestedly dishonest part being that academics are universally poor at 
public/policy communication (Preble 2017, 280).  
Of course, a few academics do break into the circles of government advisers and/or 
media columnists, but can then themselves become insiders with a vested interest in preserving 
the closed shop (Himmrich 2016, 2). Government’s understandable desire to hear “sound” 
academics who “get” the policy environment can see only a regular clique of scholars consulted 
(Freedman 2017, 265). Breaking into such circles is also problematic; biases towards sourcing 
academics from Southeastern (particularly London-based) institutions and senior figures 
prevail.26 
These challenges are exacerbated by the rise of social media and its relationship to policy 
commentary. The likes of Twitter and Facebook – the former, in particular, given its public 
micro-blogging format – allow academics to raise their public profile and disseminate their work 
within and beyond their specialist communities. Yet in the echo-chamber cacophony of 140-
character commentary (Daykin 2016; Hoffman 2016), academics’ specialist expertise can easily 
get eclipsed – particularly when number of “followers,” which tends to benefit celebrity journo-
pundits rather than scholars, is taken as a proxy for credibility. Social media may have enriched 
the marketplace of ideas, but it has also saturated it. “Click-bait” pundits with less insight but 
greater “presence” often crowd-out academic voices – a perverse consequence of the 
“democratization” of information, under which many of the general public regard themselves as 
equally knowledgeable – regardless of academics’ specialist expertise (Nichols 2017). Scholars 
around the world must counter this, especially in this age of skepticism over the existence and 
value of knowledge (Nichols 2017; Mance 2016; Krauss 2016). The heavy social media presence 
required by scholars who seek to break into the punditocracy can itself become a time sink, 
moreover, with perilous opportunity-costs for junior academics in need of blue-chip publications 
to establish their research credentials. And it can expose academics to personal abuse from those 
who disagree with their conclusions (Phipps 2014), or disproportionately reward those most 
willing/able – thanks to various forms of privilege – to brag about their achievements. In the 
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recent tide of “anti-expert” sentiment, this combination of marginalization and vilification looks 
unlikely to improve anytime soon.  
 
The Ethical Quandaries of Closeness to Government 
Fifth, the pursuit of policy influence raises ethical questions over scholars’ intellectual integrity 
and the possible consequences of a “customer-led” (that is, government-serving) academic role 
(Hill 1994; Zambernardi 2016). Gaining REF-privileged access to policymakers may incentivize 
telling them what they want to hear. At the very least, trying to achieve impact may involve 
difficult deliberations over how far to temper academic findings for policy “fit.” When faced 
with a policy with which they disagree (not unlikely), a scholar may choose to oppose it outright, 
via either contentious critique or outright paradigmatic rejection. This is admirable, but unlikely 
to reverse a course with the power of state institutions and ministers’ personal political capital 
behind it (Lloyd 2016). Alternatively, they may seek only to finesse the proposed policy, 
suggesting small, achievable modifications within consensual acceptance. This may yield 
concrete improvements to policy, but may also be intellectually dishonest and even open to 
charges of corruption. Academic engagement with Brexit has thrust this trade-off into stark relief 
for many UK-based social scientists. Neither route has an unambiguously superior impact on the 
sum of human welfare; each context must be judged (Nutley, Walter, and Davies 2007, 11-12). 
But scholars have a duty to remain true to their research findings (Preble 2017, 280). The 
reputational damage of being otherwise could be particularly problematic for an early-career 
scholar, meanwhile, whereas a senior professor may not care that colleagues have dubbed them a 
policy “hack.” 
Similarly, a scholar may choose to provide either abstract generalities or specific answers 
in addressing a policy consultation. The latter may be more likely to yield a policy change, and 
thus “Impact,” but it may also (by working within terms set by the government of the day) be 
implicitly partisan-political, another quandary. A scholar may likewise choose to “go along” with 
a particular policy in the present, in the hope of becoming an “insider” capable of exerting 
beneficial influence in the future, but this too carries questions over integrity. A scholar may 
simply hope that their “big idea” percolates through to policy eventually, without purposeful 
steps to help it on its way, but that may reflect false optimism about the meritocracy of political 
decision-making. That said, political winds do change – consider the demise of COIN-centrism 
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and return of state-based thinking in UK defense policy, for example – so sticking to one’s 
intellectual guns may ultimately be rewarded by a more receptive climate for achieving 
influence.  
Conversely, there may be research insights that scholars do not want to have “impact,” 
again for ethical reasons. Identifying that the success of past COIN campaigns rested on killing a 
certain proportion of the local population may be a valuable scientific discovery, for example, 
but the scholar in question may have no desire to see it turned into policy – and the fact that it 
might be could itself have a chilling effect over research priorities. 
Involvement with policy can raise an academic’s profile, but perceived closeness to 
government can also harm scholarly standing (Freedman 2017, 263-264), particularly if they are 
seen as conveniently finding the answers that policymakers want to hear or fueling/enabling 
otherwise-undesirable decisions. Ultimately, even when dealing with sympathetic and principled 
individual policymakers who begin with the intention of rigorous evidence-based policy 
evaluation, that process still routinely gets compromised (Hallsworth, Parker, and Rutter 2011) – 
and, like any of us, policymakers are most likely to be reassured by voices that agree with them 
(Preble 2017, 275-276). Academics should thus expect to get tactically and politically “used” in 
their dealings with government (Weiss 1979, 429), losing their ownership and “voice” once their 
evidence/advice is submitted and turned to the ends of powerful institutions/individuals with 
their own agendas. The same can apply to quotation/manipulation by journalists. Neither can be 
compelled by scholars, however well-connected, to align with their presentation of the evidence 
(Nutley, Walter, and Davies 2007, 18-20). The question that guides whether being used in this 
way is worthwhile, however, is: can one still achieve some good along the way? 
 
Impact “Tactics” 
The previous section documented five downsides to policy engagement in general and the UK 
Impact Agenda in particular. Accepting the overarching premise of the article, however – that 
policy influence remains both a socially valuable and personally rewarding aspect of IR 
scholarship – this section progresses to consider the achievement of impact, building on the 
avenues discussed earlier. Along the way, it considers ways to minimize or guard against some 
of the pitfalls discussed above.   
Achieving policy influence – and its prerequisite, policy access – is not necessarily 
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straightforward (Himmrich 2016, 2). Beyond HEFCE/RCUK funding for “Knowledge 
Exchange” activities, achieving such influence is usually left to individual academics’ initiative. 
As Ben Goldacre (2016) puts it, “[t]his is part of being a public servant, but it’s a practice 
without a…toolkit, handbook or diploma.” The ESRC (2017a) does attempt to provide such a 
“toolkit,” to be fair, but the general point stands that simply having valuable theory, data, and 
methodology does not guarantee that it will be heard by policymakers (Edgerton 2017). 
Assuming that scholars can navigate the UK government’s recent ban on publicly-funded 
“lobbying” (HM Government 2016c; Goldacre 2016) – a ban that government itself seemingly 
has no intention of abiding by, as it continues to encourage academic input – and with the Impact 
Agenda only set to grow in prominence, this will remain a challenge for many academics. And it 
will be particularly challenging for earlier career, lower profile scholars who are not yet actively 
sought out by policymakers.  
Accordingly, this final section reflects on the “operational-level” tactics of achieving 
impact for those at “not-yet-famous” career stages. It does not claim particular expertise, and 
certainly lacks the “impact experience” of a senior scholar (Goldacre 2016). The author benefits, 
however, from having assessed the consultation responses for two UK White Papers whilst 
working in government prior to securing an academic post, and therefore has some insight as 
both a “submitter” and a “receiver” of scholarly attempts at policy engagement. What follows is 
at times unvarnished and pragmatic, rather than aspirational and idealistic, but that does not 
mean that the latter qualities should not be striven for also. It is also necessarily reflexive and 
skewed by personal biases, so should be taken as one perspective among many.27 Many of the 
points apply to influencing any government policy machinery, although some – such as the 
openness of Parliamentary Select Committees’ public calls for evidence – are particular features 
of the British system.  
 First, simple, well-packaged, jargon-free consultation responses and evidence 
submissions with potentially “actionable” implications are essential (Byman and Kroenig 2016, 
298-299; Wiers 2017, 3). Busy officials will be eager for academic input – lacking deep-
specialist expertise themselves, they are grateful when it lands in their lap – but not if they have 
to decrypt a dozen pages of dense, jargonistic text dealing in abstract generalities (Walt 2005; 
Avey and Desch 2013; Talbot and Talbot 2014). Number paragraphs, keep sentences short and 
simple, address the policy area/consultation requirements directly, and include a bulleted 
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executive summary if going beyond a couple of sides (depending on how complex the points 
being conveyed are, and unless explicitly invited otherwise by a relevant official). Include some 
reference to how your advice follows from your research. This will enhance its credibility, and – 
at least on REF2014 rules – is necessary for it to “count” towards an Impact Case Study.  
Second, deploy your “line” across many separate platforms: Select Committee evidence 
calls, departmental consultation responses, media commentary, and so forth. This increases the 
chances of your perspective subsequently being incorporated into policy (Nutley, Walter, and 
Davies 2007, 61-66; Goldgeier and Jentleson 2015). A departmental consultation response may 
get ignored (for example), due to deviation from the government’s preferred angle or mere 
capacity constraints, but if your perspective is subsequently favored by a Select Committee 
report or receives high-profile media coverage (Freedman 2017, 266-267) then all stakeholders 
will subsequently be obliged to take note. The Parliamentary webpages of relevant Select 
Committees are good places to look for “regular” engagement opportunities, via inquiries’ calls 
for evidence. Departmental consultation and op-ed/media opportunities require careful tracking 
because they come along irregularly as a particular policy comes under review or a particular 
issue hits the headlines. Building long-term networks and making contacts beyond Parliament, 
moreover, can enable advance warning of forthcoming policy impact opportunities and generate 
more “embedded” influence relationships outside the mechanistic cycle of Select Committee 
inquiries (Oliver et al. 2014, 4; Himmrich 2016, 4-5). Being part of the policymaking process 
allows superior influence opportunities than merely attempting to “bolt onto” it at some point in 
the decision cycle (Rutter 2011).  
Third, do not attempt to achieve a wholesale reversal of government policy – or at least 
be aware that such an attempt is unlikely to succeed (Preble 2017, 275). Government has a 
democratic mandate and, unless you are a scholar with the public profile of Paul Krugman or 
Niall Ferguson, practically all of the institutional and personal political power. Instead, seek 
kernels of common ground (Goldacre 2016) with the aim of constructively changing one or two 
aspects of a policy. Government normally has too much political capital invested in a policy to 
abandon it entirely, but also wants policies to succeed. Harassed non-specialist officials are often 
glad of the help (Gavin 2017, 271), so academics’ efforts to improve policy in pragmatic, 
feasible ways have a good chance of being adopted. Of course, if you have no common ground 
with proposed policy, there is still value in saying so – large-scale dissent can eventually sway 
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wavering decision-makers, and you may be well placed to claim the mantle of righteous 
resistance in the hope of an eventual change. But remain realistic that prospects for achieving 
meaningful progressive change via this latter route will come along rarely, if at all.  
Fourth, try to anticipate the news cycle using a combination of media indicators and your 
specialist expertise. One area of academic relative advantage vis-à-vis non-specialist 
commentators is a deep knowledge of upcoming policy decisions, reviews, debates, crises, and 
so forth. Following rumors of forthcoming decisions via Twitter and suchlike can augment this 
knowledge. Pitching an op-ed about an issue is much more effective if done the week before 
publication of a policy review (for example) than if you only pitch once the review has hit the 
headlines and been “colonized” by journo-pundits. Conducting policy-relevant research, and 
advertising it as such to decision-makers, is similarly of little use once a policy question has been 
settled (Byman and Kroenig 2016, 298-299; Freedman 2017, 267).  
Fifth, utilize the profile-raising UK impact channels that are readily available. The Royal 
Society, Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC), and ESRC all offer “Impact” training, 
mentorship, and support, although the schemes differ in their openness, access, and format 
(AHRC 2015; ESRC 2016, 2017a, 2017b; Royal Society 2016). The U.S. “Bridging the Gap” 
Project (2015b) has a policy/media engagement program specifically to train foreign-policy 
scholars (Goldgeier and Jentleson 2015); it is American-centric, but open to overseas 
participants, as are certain other U.S.-based initiatives (Andrews et al. 2015). Press officers and 
“Impact Support” staff at universities are often excellent yet under-utilized. Leverage “political” 
allies – think-tank colleagues, media contacts, sympathetic backbench MPs, and so forth – who 
may have access and profile-raising potential that you lack (Sebba 2011; Goulden 2011; 
Mendizabal 2011; Himmrich 2016, 4), but avoid trying to duplicate their functions (Gavin 2017, 
273). Using academia-friendly media outlets, such as The Conversation, can raise your profile in 
a way that makes mainstream media op-eds or policymaker access more likely – though do not 
expect a friendly hearing in Whitehall if you have already trashed a policy in print, and neither 
are mainstream op-eds easily secured or necessarily noticed. Op-ed writing for a large audience 
requires a thick skin, moreover, and the online “comments” sections are best avoided on all but 
the sunniest days.  
Sixth, be prepared to be “blindsided” by events – and as far as possible, caveat your 
policy interventions to avoid misleading policymakers and/or subsequently discrediting yourself. 
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This is a particularly significant danger when engaging in prediction/forecasting, because even 
with the deepest subject-matter expertise, complex contingencies can still arise that scholarship 
did not have sufficient prior data to incorporate yet with which policymakers must contend 
(Jervis 1999; Wiers 2017, 284-285; Gavin 2017, 270-271). Academics are rarely in a position to 
say what will work/happen; the best we can usually aspire to is to help policymakers and the 
public better understand complex systems (Gavin 2017, 272-273; Freedman 2017, 267), while 
suggesting what may work/happen (Bassey 2013). This nuancing is hard to do within the tight 
length constraints of a typical newspaper column or radio soundbite. In one op-ed, for example, 
this author started from the premise of further cuts to the UK defense budget (Blagden 
2015c)…just before the then-Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Osborne, ring-fenced all 
national security spending in a bid to position as a statesmanlike premier-in-waiting (Winnett 
2015; Dorman, Uttley, and Wilkinson 2016).28 While hardly terminal to the broader arguments 
of the piece, this gaffe could have been ameliorated with less hubristic, better caveated analysis.  
Avoiding such pitfalls involves avoiding hasty, slapdash writing while thinking through 
potential second-order contingencies. It is also a matter of resisting editors’ demands for too-
concise, excessively provocative, inadequately caveated “click-bait”: their incentive is to 
generate traffic and reaction, yours is to produce a piece with enduring credibility. These points 
apply in policy consultancy, too, as well as media commentary. That said, the carefully caveated 
circumspection of many academics is also what makes their input less appealing to 
policymakers/editors eager for decisive, deterministic advice/views (Preble 2017, 276-278). 
 
Conclusion 
Public impact through policy influence remains a vital and admirable aspect of a scholarly 
career, and a particularly relevant one in the social sciences. Indeed, defined broadly enough to 
include the positive social consequences of teaching and core science, impact is the goal of 
scholarship – even conceding that the UK “Impact Agenda” has created distortions that 
sometimes hinder the attainment of this end. The pursuit of influence can be dispiriting and 
occasionally perilous, particularly for junior scholars. But it remains worthwhile, for both 
altruistic-societal and personal-instrumental reasons, and never more so than in an age of 
hostility to theory- and evidence-based public discourse (Hoffman 2016).  
 The Impact Agenda is improvable, of course, and scholars/institutions are not without 
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agency. Assessment of “Institutional Impact” has been deferred beyond REF2021 in response to 
universities’ lobbying over the associated labor burden and inevitable inaccuracies (Else 2017), 
while the move to decouple Impact Case Studies from specific “outputs” – another modification 
long advocated by the academic community – should reduce the contrived artificiality of the 
supposed link between research and wider-world effects. Greater diversification between/within 
academic departments could enable some institutions/individuals to focus more on policy, say, 
while clarity over probation/promotion criteria can reduce the dangers to scholars’ careers of 
getting the research-versus-impact balance wrong. All such fixes create trade-offs and incentives, 
however. The deferral of “Institutional Impact” leaves the onus with individual scholars, 
atomized/weak though they are. “Impact” may be decoupled from specific “outputs,” but it will 
still – unavoidably, if measurement is to be meaningful – be connected to a body of work over 
certain time parameters, incentivizing certain forms of behavior. Diversification of departments 
would risk further siloing the profession between “researchers,” “wonk-pundits,” and 
“bureaucrats,” whereas the Agenda’s commendable intention – and the behavior that it rewards – 
is for knowledge’s creators (researchers) to also be those who maximize its public impact (wonk-
pundits) and manage the institutions in which it is created (bureaucrats). And prescribing a 
specific amount of “impact” against a specific quality/quantity of “outputs” for staff 
advancement would risk stifling the excellence borne of flexibility; alternative incentives – such 
as financial bonuses – could destroy collegiality, meanwhile, in departments where different staff 
contribute different strengths (disproportionate teaching/administrative burdens, for example). In 
short, while the REF and its Impact Agenda can and should be iteratively refined, such an 
exercise in measurement – while defensible, given its demands on the public purse – will always 
produce distortions of one kind or another. 
To reduce the perils of early-career policy engagement, therefore, two sets of questions 
must be answered before pursuing “impact.” First, what – if any – ethical trade-offs between 
intellectual integrity and substantive influence might you be expected to make? Second, what are 
your ultimate expectations of reward? Fame, riches, and wholesale changes in policy are unlikely 
outcomes. But if you are willing to apply some aspect of your research to refining a specific 
element of a public debate in a way that is of concrete use to decision-makers, in exchange for 
only diffuse and modest personal benefits, your ambitions may be more readily met.  
 Ultimately, “operational-level” influence strategizing aside, the foundation of any 
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scholar’s impact profile will remain the quality of their underlying research, defined by the scale 
of the questions tackled, the persuasiveness of the arguments advanced, and the rigor with which 
they are interrogated (Flinders and John 2013). This naturally remains the responsibility of 
individual scholars, and cannot be addressed here. This article will have served its purpose, 
however, if it goes some way towards building upon such foundations by promoting, 
demystifying, facilitating, and de-risking the process of policy “translation” of scholars’ 
underlying discoveries.  
 
                                                     
Notes 
1 The other devolved British nations – Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland – have separate funding 
settlements, although they use the same REF to assess universities’ research performance.  
2 In 2015-16, for example, the UK Research Councils dispensed £2.67bn of project-specific funding, but 
only £153.2mn of that went to the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and a mere £98.3mn to 
the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) (HM Government 2014b, 10).  
3 The REF – and its predecessor, the RAE – is a UK-wide assessment exercise conducted jointly by the 
Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), the 
Higher Education Funding Council for Wales (HEFCW), and Northern Ireland’s Department for the 
Economy (DfE-NI). It occurs once every four-to-seven years, and is used to rank the research outputs of 
all UK academic departments in receipt of state financial support to determine their QR “Block Grant” 
public research funding for the subsequent “REF cycle.” Block Grants are specifically linked to REF-
assessed research profile – universities also receive some public financial support based on their teaching 
profile, which is now assessed via a complementary Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) (HEFCE 
2017a; Ashwin 2016), albeit with a fee-cap irrespective of TEF scores (BBC 2017).  
4 Technically, universities’ REF performance is assessed at the level of discipline-specific “Units of 
Assessment,” not simply that institution’s established academic departments. Such UoAs broadly 
corresponded with departmental alignment, however; REF2014 had 36 (REF 2012c), while REF2021 
drops to 34 (HEFCE 2017b, 16). 
5 These panels are not uncontentious: they form a huge labor burden, cannot conduct truly-anonymous 
review (since they are assessing already-published research), and often see only a single non-specialist 
review a submission (Sayer 2014).   
6 HEFCE funds English institutions (HEFCE 2016a). SFC, HEFCW, and DfE-NI similarly fund the other 
devolved nations.  
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7 Emphasis added.  
8 Questions remain over the “portability” of scholars’ “REF-able” publications between institutions, both 
at REF2021 and beyond (HEFCE 2017b). Permitted in REF2014, a REF2021 rule change could have 
major implications for scholars’ career mobility.  
9 Tony Blair was an ideologically-committed interventionist, of course, but his Iraq impetus came despite 
– not from – the national-security bureaucracy.  
10 The University of Exeter’s Strategy and Security Institute (SSI) is a member of the Ministry of 
Defence’s (MOD’s) Niteworks consultancy grouping, for instance: 
http://www.exeter.ac.uk/strategy/news/ [Accessed 30 August 2016]. The Department for International 
Development (DfID), the MOD, the Foreign Office and Cabinet Office all regularly consult invited 
academics. Of course, heavy reliance on consultants has drawbacks (Provost 2012; The Telegraph 2015).  
11 These two organizations have both welcomed the author to present research over the last five years.  
12 Lower-profile specialist outlets such as The Conversation (2016) are more readily accessible to aspiring 
academic contributors, of course.  
13 The Royal United Services Institute’s Project on Nuclear Issues stands out, for example: 
https://rusi.org/projects/uk-project-nuclear-issues. So did Chatham House’s European Security and 
Defence Forum: https://www.chathamhouse.org/about/structure/international-security-
department/european-security-and-defence-forum-project [both URLs accessible 1 November 2017]. 
14 The author has academic colleagues who have made both of these transitions.  
15 The underlying research “output” was permitted to have been produced prior to the REF2014 cycle, 
provided (a) that its demonstrable “Impact” effects did take place in the REF2014 cycle and (b) that the 
underlying “output” had been produced at the same university now claiming the Impact Case Study. 
16 Disproportionate recognition for the already-senior/-prominent is itself a potentially discriminatory 
consequence of “Impact.”  
17 Some impact advocates contend the opposite: that “influence” may count as merely impressing a 
decision-making practitioner, but to “make a difference” – to have true “impact” – should indeed require 
the demonstration of positive change (Francis 2011, 5). However, this neglects the possibility for 
progressive outcomes to arise from the absence of observable change – positive policy stasis – achieved 
through scholarly influence. Accounting for positive impact only in terms of observable change holds 
progressive influence hostage to selection bias.  
18 Such problems may be reduced with more sophisticated measurement methodologies, particularly 
through a move away from weighting observed change so heavily in impact assessment (Upton, Vallance, 
and Goddard 2014; Morton 2015; Samuel and Derrick 2015; Ní Mhurchú et al. 2016, 69-70). 
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19 For a basic discussion of private-sector under-provision of public goods, and an associated explanation 
of the case for state support to solve the market failure/collective action problem, see Varian (2003, 643-
666).  
20 This opportunity-cost critique similarly applies to the paying of “Open Access” publishing fees.  
21 For the controversial view that policymakers do indeed know best, and that scholars should align their 
research priorities with politically-mandated questions, see Moono (2012).  
22 A recent press release from a major British research university hailed one of its research projects as 
“celebrity-endorsed,” to the consternation of many UK academics. The project in question has clear 
scholarly and environmental value, and acclaim from high-profile public figures is no bad thing, but 
recognition by film/television personalities becoming a criterion for academic merit has potentially 
chilling implications.  
23 Whether the scale of these professions’ private wealth concentrations can be justified – given the 
quantity of other people’s human capital that goes into producing their earnings (Blagden 2015b) – is a 
different question entirely. 
24 Spinoff companies and technological patents may provide a partial exception in fields such as 
engineering, of course. Nonetheless, the point stands for policy advice and the dissemination of core 
science. 
25 One of The Guardian’s acclaimed columnists recently lambasted the Astute-class submarines – nuclear-
powered but not ballistic-missile-carrying boats (SSNs) – as being the overdue, over-budget successor to 
the Vanguard-class ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) (Jenkins 2016), displaying an unfortunate lack 
of expertise. Similarly, one of the New Statesman’s regular pundits recently lambasted UK Trident for not 
deterring 9/11: forgivable illogic, perhaps, given that the national-security “authority” in question 
transpired to still be an undergraduate (Young 2016). Select Committees’ hearings of “expert” oral 
evidence can be equally galling when stacked with generalist think-tankers, rather than university-based 
specialists. 
26 Privileging senior figures for their expertise in an area is completely appropriate. It becomes 
problematic, however, when senior figures do not in fact have particular expertise in an area, but are 
simply famous “go-to” insiders.  
27 For a similar perspective based on a junior academic’s time in a policy role, making similar points, see 
Wood (2012).  
28 It is possible, of course – though hardly likely – that the author’s recommendations themselves swayed 
Osborne, which would make for a truly remarkable Impact Case Study if provable! That said, even this 
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“commitment” to defense spending still relied on questionable accounting (House of Commons Defence 
Select Committee 2016).  
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